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					Dedicated Delivery Service

					
						
					
					The delivery service is 100% customized based on the client’s needs:

Our qualified personnel is provided along with all the tools necessary to execute the job, dedicated to a specific location with an electric vehicle monitored by our control room.

Discover our hourly delivery model with an hourly model, everything is taken care of, without commissions or fixed costs!

				

			

		

	

	
		
			
				
					What’s included with our service:

				

			

			
				
					
						[image: DEDICATED RIDER]
						DEDICATED RIDER

						The rider is 100% at your disposal
in your location,
ready for your delivery
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						EQUIPMENT

						We provide all necessary accessories:
isothermic bag, mask,
gloves, helmet and uniform
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						MULTI-VEHICLES FLEET

						Electric scooters and vans
connected and  managed
through the platform
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						CUSTOMIZATION

						You can customize the
vehicle and equipment with
your brand’s colors and logo
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						24/7 ASSISTANCE

						Back-office management
of the logistics team from our HQ,
call center and customer service
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						TRANSACTIONS

						Payment collection service
for credit card and cash transactions
handled by riders

					

				

			

		

	

	
		
			
				
					Safety measures in place
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					Medical-grade
masks
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					Daily
sanitizing
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					Contactless
deliveries
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													COSAPORTO

													Cosaporto è sempre più green grazie alla nuova partnership con GoVolt Mobility. Questo network tra startup ci piace tantissimo!
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													HIPPOCRATES

													Siamo orgogliosi di questo accordo, che rappresenta un’ulteriore conferma del nostro ruolo di primo presidio sanitario per il cittadino e del nostro impegno al servizio della comunità
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													BEVERFOOD

													Una formula quella di GoVolt che punta a differenziarsi dalle multinazionali del comparto delivery, con un modello più taylor made.
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													CORRIERE DELLA SERA

													In the middle of a global pandemic that has stopped the whole country, the milanese startup Govolt rolled up its sleeves and converted the business.
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													LIFEGATE

													Food Delivery has changed its face.
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					Want to know more?

					Insert your details to receive our informative brochure
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                Contacts

                 commerciale@govoltmobility.com

                 (+39) 3516452672
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